


Blue Marble Sky is a powerful narrative 
speaking directly to the heart of a generation 

hungry for change.

Two best friends drop out of college 
and follow a traveling love wizard on a 
journey to discover why love matters.

In this polarized world 

what can bind us together?



To be really expressive and sharing of love takes courage,
it takes courage to be loving. 

Anahita Moghaddam



Following a set of traumatic experiences - best friends, Fletcher 
Barnes and Henry Davis, drop out of college in search of meaning. 
After months of adventure, they find themselves living with a traveling 
love wizard in a bizarre Los Angeles home. Inspired by his story and 
determined to dig deeper - they team up and head to Africa to discover 
how “love” is perceived in the world today.

Along the way, they find themselves performing in the Along the way, they find themselves performing in the 
streets of NYC, dancing in a Ugandan slum, escaping a prostitute den in 
Ethiopia, hugging strangers in the streets of Nairobi, and more. 
These experiences, enhanced by insights from world-renowned 
experts, surface a range of topics related to our universal search for love.

SYNOPSIS



How did Blue Marble Sky come to be?
This project is the output of a three-year journey - searching for meaning and hope. 
When Henry and Fletcher met Augie (the wizard) in February of 2018, they felt called to 
create a film centered on the broader idea of love. What does this word mean? Why does 
it even matter? How is it perceived in different areas of the world? 
Joining forces with McKenzie (the editor) elevated the project to new heights, evolving it into a 
feature-length documentary. The breadth and depth of the subject matter challenged us feature-length documentary. The breadth and depth of the subject matter challenged us 
to discover fresh ways to communicate the age-old topic of love. While Fletch and Henry 
worked to finish college - McKenzie slept on a futon in the editing room, known as 
“The Love Lab”. Sleepless nights, fueled by Insomnia Cookies, became a regularity as we 
debated each line in the film. We have committed thousands of hours with no compensation 
to the creation of Blue Marble Sky because of a belief that this film will transform one other 
person the way it has us.

Why are you releasing it on YouTube?
We believe everyone deserves equal access to the message of love that exists inside this 
film. We decided to post it to YouTube after one of Fletcher's friends took his own life in May 
2019. At this point, we knew that the problems at hand were too urgent for us to go through 
the lengthy process of selling the project. Our hope for the release is to see love go viral, 
and we believe YouTube is the right platform to empower this reality.

Why did you not submit to film festivals?
We didn't make this film to win a prize; we made it because we believe people need to hear 
the message inside. We decided early on to take an unorthodox approach to our distribution.
Instead of waiting for film festivals - we hosted four screenings in different cities and created 
unique experiences for people to come together and watch. With overwhelmingly positive 
responses - we set our sights on releasing publicly and trusting the power of word of mouth 
to draw eyes.to draw eyes.

What are your hopes for the film moving forward?
We believe that Blue Marble Sky can help spark a movement amongst the next-generation - 
inspiring millions to put their love to action. We hope to use this film as a tool to bring people 
together and generate healthy dialogue around the topic of love. Our plan to do this is through 
an educational speaking tour - screening the film at universities, libraries, museums, etc. 
Additionally, we are in the process of launching a podcast, pitching a docu-series, and creating
an online course to help carry the conversation forward.an online course to help carry the conversation forward.

FAQ’s



Charlotte Premiere. October 10th, 2019

Tampa Showing. Sold Out Show. November 19th, 2019 



Henry “HD” Davis
is a 24-year-old director and entrepreneur from Charlotte, NC. Henry attended 
school at Tulane University, where an alcohol hazing experience nearly killed 
him during his freshman year. Determined to find a better path - he left 
school with Fletcher in 2016. On this journey, Henry fell in love with the camera 
and began creating travel videos, vlogs, and, eventually, documentary-style 
videos. Blue Marble Sky is Henry's directorial debut.

Fletcher “Fletch” Barnes
is a 23-year-old creative born and raised in Tampa, FL. Fletch attended Tulane 
University, where he studied film while also playing Division I football. During 
the spring of his Freshman year - Fletch suffered a career-ending concussion, 
which led him to leave school a few months later. While in New Orleans - 
Fletch met Henry and they began making videos together. Fletch is a profoundly 
creative thinker with a humoristic and child-like flair. Blue Marble Sky is Fletch's 
directorial debut.directorial debut.

August “Augie” Zadra
grew up in Seattle, WA, where he battled life-threatening depression from a 
young age. His healing journey led him to rediscover his sense of expression 
through his unique performing art. Augie then went on a mission to pass out 
6,000 affirmation cards across 24 countries, dressed as a love wizard. While 
halfway done with his trip - he met Fletch and Henry in Los Angeles. Augie runs 
his own company, LightWarrior Media, which helps conscious businesses market 
and sell their products on Amazon. He is an executive producer on the project and sell their products on Amazon. He is an executive producer on the project 
and a pivotal contributor to Blue Marble Sky since its inception.

CAST



ADDITIONAL CHARACTERS

POST-PRODUCTION

McKenzie “Kalbs” Beeby

Madison Magee
Chelsea Bayles
Jaci Strese

Editor, Producer

Post-Production Assistants

is a 23-year-old video editor and entrepreneur from Alexandria, VA. McKenzie was 
enrolled at Columbia College Chicago, majoring in Television Writing and Producing 
for two years before dropping out to pursue a career in video editing and directing. 
After leaving school, he began BMedia Creative, a post-production house for 
commercial video. Within a few years, BMedia received the award for the best 
video production service in Chicago from the Chicago Awards Program. In August 
2018, McKenzie began working on 2018, McKenzie began working on Blue Marble Sky. Less than a year later, he left his 
company to join Blue Marble full time. 

Okurut George Nick Lawson Matthew Silver
 a renowned street performer
 in NYC, Matt is known for his

far-out expressions 
of love.

an Australian born love activist - 
Nick's "Run for Love,"

 is inspiring thousands of 
people all over the 
world to take action.

a yoga teacher 
and peace activist
 in Kampala, Uganda. 
Okurut is on a mission

 to use yoga as a means to 
spread love all over Africa.



“I look at what’s happening in the world 
and I see that everything that’s going on globally -

I see it all stems from a lack of love.” 
Nick Lawson 





“Really the greatest service that 
any of us could ever do in the world is to be 

the best versions of ourselves” 
August Zadra 



McKenzie Beeby
Operations Director
Phone: 708-513-1122

Email: mbeeby@bluemarble.today

Blue Marble is a community movement inspiring love
 in action through impactful media and creative events.

THE STUDIO

www.BlueMarble.today@BlueMarbleDay


